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Dear Mums, Dads and Carers, 

I write to provide some e-safety reminders in addition to our normal reminders around e-safety for our children. 

Momo- this is reportedly in existence on You-Tube Kids and You-Tube with links being reported from 

Minecraft.  There are several reported stories that surround Momo and the threats made during watching 

associated video.  There are also reports that videos may start off appearing perfectly acceptable for children so 

that any listening-in parent does not become alarmed and therefore allows their child to continue to access.  

Other reports have indicated that normal, child-appropriate songs are played in the background to cartoons that 

after a few minutes then begin to show totally inappropriate material.  Again parental alarm is not raised because 

it “looks ok and sounds ok” to start with or “sounds ok” as it continues to play. 

Please be aware of these approaches used to expose your child to highly inappropriate material 

which could cause them significant distress. 

Social Media 

Minimum age 13 

Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Pinterest, Google+, Tumblr, Reddit, Snapchat. 

Mimium age 16 

Whatsapp 

Minimum age 18 (13 with parental permission) 

Youtube 

This means if your child has one of these accounts whilst at St John’s- they shouldn’t have! 

Age appropriate gaming 

We deal with several reports each week where pupils have been playing games that have an age restriction on 

them. Some games carry an 18 label.  This means that only adults are allowed to play such games because of 

their content.  Please be aware of the age restrictions on any game your child accesses as they WILL come 

across material aimed at adults if they are allowed to play them.  Your child may say that “everyone else plays”- 

they do not.  

Please visit  http://www.askaboutgames.com/pegi-rating/  for more information about game classification. 

Our recent e-safety assembly talked about such things as cyberbullying through text message, email and x-box.  

We also discussed chain-mail and what to do with it.   

Please ensure that your child is safe whilst exploring the World-Wide-Web and computer games. 

I trust in your continued support. 

Mr M A Barlow 

Headteacher 
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